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taking over for the 1998-99 season, deserved to have his contract
renewed.
But now, despite the emoThere were plenty of reasons
for Athletic Director Gene Doris tional trauma that came with
to renew Head Basketball Coach making what may have been
Tim O'Toole's contract. In ad- the most difficult decision of his
dition to the fact that O'Toole's professional life, Doris' attention
league record was the best of must turn to finding a successor
any Fairfield coach in 25 years, to O'Toole, something he said
Doris has known O'Toole since would ideally be accomplished
he was a freshman at Arch Bishop in early April, the week after the
Stephanie High School in White conclusion of the NCAA tournaPlaines, N.Y, where the former ment.
"The optimum
was a coach and
week to get it done
the latter a player ,Jl T~. T~T
. ,
who would later I think I might
would be the week
after the final four.
come to Fairfield feel worse than he
I'm a realist. I'd like
on a basketball ^ ^ beperfectly
to have it before
scholarship.
then, but there are
But the sim- blunt."
ple arithmetic was
going to be domiGene Doris noes," he said.
this: eight years
In other words,.
plus zero MAAC
Athletic Director
Doris said, there
titles equals no
contract extenwill be a list of candidates, some of
sion.
"Eight years and we didn't whom will interview for jobs
get a championship," an emotion- at higher profile schools. What
al Doris said after the announce- Fairfield has to do is hope that
ment. "When you take a look at some of those candidates are
it, we talk about fans and what turned down from those jobs and
do they want? When you take a fall into Fairfield's lap.
look at the body of work and a lot
Fairfield, though, has to have
of other ways with integrity and its "bases covered," Doris said, in
him as a person. I think I might the event that all of those candifeel worse than he does, to be dates take other jobs.
The biggest names being
perfectly blunt."
There will be debates for thrown around the rumor mill
weeks, if not months or years, right now are those of Pete Gilabout whether O'Toole, who len, the former coach at Xavier,
compiled a 78-56 record in the
MAAC (112-120 overall) since
SEE "PLAYERS" ON P. 18
BY BEN DOODY

Jogues Hall: Round II? Frosh lament
BY JAMES NGUYEN

The floodlight brightly illuminates the face of Cassandra
DePinto '09 as her head crashes
onto the white pillow. As she
closes her eyes, the words "get
down girl, go head, get down"
emanate loudly from the shower
radio across the hall.
Instead of counting sheep,
three thoughts run through DePinto's mind: Stupid cellophane
curtains! Is there a Kayne West
concert in the bathroom? I don't
want to live here again next
year!
On Tuesday.Feb. 28, the uni-

versity announced that in the next
academic year, Jogues Hall will be
designated as an all-sophomore
dorm, while Gonzaga will be
shared by the incoming freshman
class and the rising sophomore
class.
Many students like DePinto,
a current Jogues Hall resident, are
unhappy over the announcement
and possibility of having to live
in the same residence hall two
years in a row.
"Of all the people that I've
talked to, there is a sense of discontent about having to Jive in
Jogues for another year," said DePinto. "I believe that many rising

-S2

sophomores were looking forward
to a better housing situation next
year, and for some, if might be a
downgrade."
Dean of Students Thomas
Pellegrino said the goal is to find
the best balance between the efficiency of space used and student
comfort.
"[The switch] will be done
so that if we do need to triple
next year, we can take advantage
of the larger rooms in Gonzaga,
should that become necessary,"
said Pellegrino. "Our dual goal
is to provide the best living space
SEE "RISING" ON P.
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FUSA President-Elect Williams sits down with The Mirror
The Mirror: So, how did it feel to
win the election last week?
Hutch Williams: So relieved, especially after almost four hours waiting.
Just relief, excitement. I was just so happy
everything worked out. You think about all
the time you spent, and it's just relief.
TM: Of course a lot of your friends
were [in the campus center] waiting with
you, but who was the first person you
called after you found out you won?
HW: It was my mom, I knew she'd
be up waiting to hear. My father, I knew
he'd be asleep, but I wanted to let my mom
get to bed.
TM: What are you most excited
about as you begin as the new president?
HW: The thing I'm really excited for
is being here next summer and laying the
foundation for next year. I want to have
everyone come back in September and have
FUSA be 10 steps ahead of the game. Jess
and Kristina told Megan and I that how
you set the tone in July sets the tone for the
upcoming semester, and I want to get my
hands dirty early.
TM: Do you plan to continue being
an RA next year?
HW: No. Res. Life has been very understanding. It would be far too much. I have
had a great year, and I want to collaborate
[with them] next year, but I won't actually
be working for them.
TM: One of the main parts of your
campaign was addressing student apathy.
What do you think that Fairfield and
FUSA can realistically do to combat
apathy?
HW: The realistic thing is to start with
the class of 2010. One of my big things is
to reach out to the veterans and rookies,
the seniors and the freshmen. There are
still multiple seniors upset and are taking
the results of the election personally. I've
already contacted the class council of '07
and I want to work with them to get many
things done.
Luckily I'm doing the Orientation
board this year, so I'll be there with the
freshmen off the bat, letting them know what
FUSA's about, even if [in the fall] it means

walking around the dorms.
A lot of [seniors] think I'm going to
forget about them or ignore them. I want to
let them know they're still loved.
TM: Let's project into the future.
It's March 2007: What's the biggest thing
you've done?
HW: I think the biggest thing I want
to have done by March '07 is a noticeable
change in student apathy. A lot of people
have said [addressing] apathy is a lofty
goal. A lot of people think this mountain of
apathy can be conquered in one year; that's
not the case.
The freshmen this year have seen
good examples [from the upperclassmen].
I want to instill a sense of pride with the
upperclassmen because they are setting an
example. A year from now - voter turnout
- let's increase it again.
Decreasing apathy sounds general, but
it is explained in the events we've planned
and higher attendance. [When giving tours],
people ask if it's a suitcase school. No, it's
not a suitcase school, but what are people
doing? It's about bettering the Fairfield
family.
TM: Of course it's a little early to
say, but do you see yourself running again
next year?
HW: That'll be a question I'll probably have an answer for in January '07. If
I've done a good job and I've heard good
things, that'll be a factor. Whoever is best
for Fairfield and FUSA is who I want to see
[as president].
TM: As you know, it was just announced that Dashboard Confessional
will be our spring act. Are you excited
about that?
HW: I'm excited. I really believe on
April 6th it's [Alumni Hall], going to be
packed again.
TM: If money were not an issue
and everyone liked the same band you
do, what band would you want to hear
at Fairfield?
HW: I'm saying this just because I
think everyone else would love it - Journey.
If money were no object, Journey.
— Elizabeth Cooper

POLITICAL PHOTO DIARY
It's been a quick ascent for Hutchinson Williams '08. At left, the
FUSA president-elect checks out the nameplate outside his new
office. Above, Williams waits to greet voters outside the bookstore on election day last Tuesday. Above that, Williams takes a
seat with running mate Megan McConville '08 at their campaign
table near the info desk in the BCC. Photos by Ryan T. Blair and Mark
Servidio.
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"Unfair Sick Policy: We Don't Want to Have to Work Sick"
Sodexho workers and Fairfield students angry about new sick day policy
BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

Fairfield University Sodexho workers
are sporting neon stickers on their uniforms
this week, but they are far from pieces of
flair.
The stickers sport the slogan "Unfair
Sick Policy: We Don't Want to Have to
Work Sick" and were distributed by union
representative's as a display of solidarity.
Upset over a new policy on sick days
instituted by Sodexho, union leaders are protesting the policy and have been engaged in
arbitration with the Sodexho Corporation for
a year or more, according to Gabriel Colon,
Sodexho's union steward at Fairfield.
The current policy allows workers two
sick days in every 60 day period. Missing
work because of illness beyond those 48
hours will lead to a write-up.
The sick-day policy itself is not the
issue at hand, in fact Fairfield employs the
same policy for their workers, according
to Director of Human Resources Mark
Guglielmoni.
Fairfield workers are allowed to call
in sick without receiving a cited violation,
and in cases of illnesses lasting beyond
three days, supervisors may ask employees
to produce proof of illness from a doctor,
he said.
Sodexho workers' written policy on
absences clearly states that unexcused
absences may result in termination, and
like the Fairfield policy, after three days
a doctor's note should be produced. Unexcused absences, however, only; include
those that cannot be supported by proof
from a doctor.
In a memo from Jerry Vincent, head
of Labor Relations at Sodexho, he wrote
to managers that ""all sick occurrences will
count as a violation." As a direct result of
these contradicting policies that violate the
workers' contracts, two employees have
been terminated because of absences, despite the fact that one produced excuse for
absence from a personal doctor, according
to Colon.

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

You're fired! The workers' written policy states that unexcused absences may lead to termination, Many of the Sodexho employees
started wearing stickers oh Monday to show their discontent.

When a sick-day violation occurs, the
employee is written up. The first violation results in what is considered a verbal
warning. The second and third violations
are written violations; the fourth violation
results in a three-day suspension and the
fifth will lead to termination of employment,
according to Colon.
Sick days are not just given out; rather
they are accrued as each employee works a
certain number of days. If they are not used,
the days may be stored up in case of a later
illness lasting several days. However this is
not the case for Fairfield's Sodexho workers.
Employees are afraid to call in sick, and will

come to work even if they have sick-days
stored because they do not want to get a
violation, Colon said.
Workers may come in and ask to leave,
he said, but must wait until a replacement
is called in. They actually have to show up,
and they cannot just call in.
In the food service industry, especially,
workers who are sick should not be coming
into work, and students are upset to learn
about the unfair practices happening on
campus.
"First and foremost, I think it's unfair
to the workers because everyone's entitled
to a sick day, especially with a doctor's

note," said Kristen Daly '08. "Second, in
the long run it's harming everyone because
having someone sick working around food
is affecting others too."
Other students felt the same way.
"I think they should have sick days
off without penalty. They are handling my
food," Kyle Bono '08 said. "It would be
better to have them coughing at home rather
than on the silverware."
What is more intolerable, according to
one student employed by Sodexho, the student workers are not held to the same policies and penalties as the workers employed
from outside the University.

Investigation provides new information about alum's death
BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

No traces of drugs or alcohol were
found in the body of the alleged murderer
of Fairfield alumna Ciara McDermott, putting some final pieces of the investigation
of this murder-suicide into place last week,
according to West Hartford Police.
The toxicology tests were done on the
body of State Trooper Victor Diaz, who
shot his former girlfriend, McDermott, a
37-year-old police officer, and then turned
the gun on himself Nov. '21, according the
to the West Hartford police.
The tests, performed by Toxicology
Associate Inc. in Ohio, were negative for
drugs and alcohol, said police.
Investigators had found an empty
bottle of Abilify, a drug used to treat bipolar

disorder, in Diaz's car, according to the Associated Press.
Empty bottles of Trazadone, an antidepressant, and Winestral Veca, a synthetic
growth hormone, were found at his place
of residence, leading investigators to look
into the drug testing, according to the Associated Press.
Additionally, police confirmed they
recently received Diaz's phone records,
which revealed two calls on the day of the
killings that police were already aware of;
one to Diaz's lawyer and one to his former
commander.
Police said they are just waiting for the
second batch of 'Vnore advanced tests" from
the toxicology lab in order to put the last
pieces of the investigation together.
Toxicology Associates Inc. would not

release any information on the testing.
Diaz was McDermott's former boyfriend and, at the time of the murder-suicide,
was undergoing allegations of illegally
using the police database to look up information on McDermott's new boyfriend. He
was also serving a 60-day job suspension as
a result of a drunk-driving arrest.
At Fairfield, McDermott had been a
member of Phi Beta Kappa, singer for the
Glee Club and editor of The Sound, the
university's literary magazine.
She was also the winner of a position
on the Connecticut Student Poetry Circulation, which enabled her to read her poetry
around the state.
At the time of her death, she was working as a Newington, Conn, police officer.

Contributed Image

Fairfield alum, Ciara McDermott '97, who
was slain in Nov. 2005.
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grCCIi: Fairfield alum leads Irish in St. Pat's parade

BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

On March 12, alumnus Patrick
Joseph Waide Jr. '59, known by his
close friends as "Joe," will proudly
lead the many people of Irish descent
living in Greenwich, Conn, down
Greenwich Avenue as he serves as
the grand marshal of the 32nd annual
St. Patrick's Day Parade.
The Greenwich Hibernian Association organizes the parade every
year, and it was the organization
that chose Waide to preside as grand
marshal.
"I find this humorous, but one of
the reasons I was chosen is because of
my namesake - Patrick," said Waide.
"Believe it or not, I'm the first Patrick
to ever be grand marshal [of the St.
Patrick's Day Parade.]."
It wasn't just Waide's namesake
that got him the coveted position of
grand marshal. Waide was also chosen
because of his active involvement in
social activities in the local community and the neighborhood Catholic
Church.
Waide has always been involved
in the community. In the past, Waide

served as a board member, director,
president and treasurer for several
nonprofit organizations, including
the Girl Scouts of America and the
Interracial Council for Business Opportunity of New York. Most recently
he served as chairman of the board of
the National Catholic Reporter Publishing Company and the scholarship
committee of Saint Mary Church in
Greenwich.
Waide is also of Irish descent.
Both of his parents immigrated to
America from the counties of Cork
and Leix before Waide was born.
"My parents were very involved
in the parade many years ago," said
Waide. "It truly is an honor to keep
the tradition that my parents found
so important going on after all these
years."
A graduate' of Fairfield University's class of 1959, Waide went on
to earn a master's degree from the
University of Pennsylvania's Wharton School. Waide, now 68 years
old, spent most of his career working
in public accounting and investment
management at Deloitte Haskins
& Sell, an international consulting
"'
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ENTREPRENEURS
WANTED! JunkBusters ISO
friendly, outgoing, in shape
students for regular part time
work. Experience driving stick
shift a + but not necessary.
$9-10/hour plus tips. Flexible
hours. Call 203.913.1210.
CHILD CARE ASSISTANCE
Great opportunity for the right
person. Live in an awesome
studio apartment in Westport
for very low rent in xchange
for p/t child care assistance.
Must LOVE children and
have a SAFE driving record.
Interested please call Jennifer
at (203) 221 -1496 for details. '
HOUSE FOR RENT
2006-2007 SCHOOL YEAR
"Green Turtle" at the Beach
Call Tom 203-426-6927
Call TODAY!
FAIRFIELD BEACH
2 apts, 466/468 Reef Rd "The
Brothel", 1 appt. has 4 brms,
2 full baths,
W/D, DW, LR, DR, awesome
kitchen, yard, porch, OSR
2nd appt. has 2/3
bdrms, full bath, W/D, LR,
DR, kitchen, pantry, OSP. Call
John @
203-231-4020

firm.
Waide used his knowledge of
business to give back to his alma mater of Fairfield by serving as a the first
chairman of the Business Advisory
Committee. Waide also assisted the
university as a member of the Board
of Trustees for twelve years.
"It was a great university at the
time that I was there. Just as it is still
a great university today," said Waide
about Fairfield University. "I really
value the education that I got while I
was there [at Fairfield]."

"
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TWO HOUSES FOR RENT
on Reef Road. Walking
distance to the beach.
.Three Bedrooms, 1bath,
Washer & Dryer, Large
Kitchen
Terms: Available for Summer/
Fall 06, 9 or 12 Month Lease
Call 917.574.8179
HANDS-ON BARTENDER
TRAINING.
1 or 2 week courses.
Extensive job placement.
Lifetime free refresher
classes.
NATIONAL BARTENDERS
SCHOOL
Fairfield, CT. Established
1984. Licensed CT/DOE.
(203) 338-8221
www. learntobartend. com
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Patrick Joseph Waide '97.
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ROOMATES WANTED:
Large house on Fairfield
Beach Road in quiet area.
1200 sq ft. Washer + Dryer.
Excellent condition.
Call 917-733-8577
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HOUSE AT BEACH FOR
RENT 06-07 School Year
House at LANTERN POINT
for Rent for 2006-2007 school
year. Call Tom for details at
203-426-6927. CALL TODAY!
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HOUSE FOR RENT
2/3 bedroom house for rent
on Fairfield beach roach.
Living room, washer/dryer,
large back yard, 1 bath.
Available now, also showing
for Summer '06 and Fall
'06. 1200sqft. Excellent
condition. (917)733-8577
FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD
Charming, fully-furnished
cottage available for the
upcoming school year - Fall
'06 to Spring '07. Ideal for 2-3
occupants. Spiral staircase
to loft. Sliders to huge deck
w/dock directly on wide canal
opposite Long Island Sound
and beach. Gas heat, woodburning stove, washer-dryer,
track lights. $1,800 monthly.
Phone to see. 227-7097
(Westport).
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Trump beware: finance students place at trading competition
BY CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

Two-day trip to Toronto: several hundred
dollars. Two finance courses: six credit hours.
Combining real life experience with what is
taught in the classroom: priceless.
A team of four undergraduate business
majors, Ada Sim '06, Lester Bourne '06,
David Gindek '07 and Patrick Warch '07,
finished nineteenth out of 38 international
college teams at the Rotman International
Trading Competition held at the Rotman
School of Management at the University of
Toronto.
"This experience gave us the opportunity to meet students from around the world
and utilize our knowledge in finance," said
Sim who also explained that many of the
teams were composed of graduate and doctoral students. "We were able to network and
meet people who share the same interests."
Sim and her classmates traveled to Toronto on Feb. 24 and Feb. 25 to compete in
a simulated trading experience with students
from around the world.
This was Fairfield University's second
year competing in the RITC and its first year
competing with only undergraduate students
as team members.
The students, who prepared for four
cases with the help of Finance Professor
Michael Tucker and two Fairfield University
graduate students, John Pagano and Conor
Ryan, were selected for the trip because of
their dedication, determination, financial ability and teamwork skills, said Tucker.

Mike's
Pizza
oil IilG L.6V66
11 am - Midnight

Call NOW!

254-4123
Pizza
Cheese

Anchovies
Bacon
Broccoli
Canadian Bacon

Chicken
Fresh Garlic
Meatball
Mushroom
Olives
Onion
Pepperoni
Peppers

Salami
Sausage
Spinach
White Pizza
Special
Specialties
Caizone
Turnover

Chicken Turnover
Salads
Antipasto
Chef
Greek
Toss
Sofia Salad
Sides/Others
French Fries
Mozzarella Sticks
Buffalo Wings (12)
Garlic Bread
Chicken Fingers (w/fries)

Small
S5.75
$6.50
$6.50
.$6.50
$6.50
$7.75
$8.60
S6.50
$6 50
$6.50
$6.50
S6.50
$6.50
$6.50
S6.50
S6.50
$6.50
$9.00

Large
$8.00
$9.00

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00

$9.75

The students found the experience very
satisfying, because they were able to apply
classroom lessons to a variety of real-life
scenarios.
"It was a very rewarding experience,"
said Warch. "It is one thing to learn about
finance in the classroom, but once you can
actually see it going on right in front of you,
it gives you a completely new understanding
and appreciation for it. I even felt a couple
times doing trades when it just clicked and
what I learned in the classroom made perfect
sense all of a sudden."
Tucker also felt that his students learn
best from experience.
"My teaching philosophy is that people learn by doing," said Tucker. "Learning is about participating and the Rotman
International Trading Contest is a great way
for students who have an understanding of
finance to get engaged."
The students utilized the finance courses
they had taken while at Fairfield University,
such as financial management and financial
modeling to prepare for their trip, according
to Sim. The students also prepared by creating
Excel spreadsheets, in which they projected
the price of an index or a company's earnings
per share.
Each student had the opportunity to
compete in the role of being a trader or an
analyst, which gave them experience with
roles that they may later fulfill in the financial
industry, said Sim.
The students conducted their simulation
with the University of Toronto's version of

HOT GRINDERS

$4.00

Cheese Omelet

$6.00
$6.00
S6.00
$5.00

Chicken Cutlet
Chicken Parmesan
Chicken Souvlaki
Eggplant & Cheese
Gyro
Meatball
Pepper & Eggs
Pepperoni & Cheese
Philly Cheese Steak
Sausage & Meatball
Sausage

Western

S2 00
$6 00
$7.00
$2 00
$7 00

trading system software, which is called Rotman Interactive Trader.
"There were more options and information available to trade off of which made
trading more exciting," said Sim, who
compared the software to the technology
utilized in the BEST classroom at Fairfield
University. "The entire set up of the Rotman
Finance Lab was amazing and exceeded all
my expectations."
The team's highest standing in four cases
was twelfth and after two days of simulated
trading they placed nineteenth out of 38
teams.
The students felt that a large portion
of the team's success was because of their
preparation and the aid of Tucker before
their trip.
Dr. Tucker was able to provide guidance, and his expertise in finance assisted us

$6.00
$5.00 w/Peppers $6.00
$4,00

WINES & SPIRITS

$5.00

$6.00
$6.00
$5.00 w/Peppers $6.00

Or)
\Jes UHAJL'

beak (Zt-xy- cidAWitibecv tyuce/ Crv tccot-%,

$5.00
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S6.00
S6.00
$5.00

561 POST RD. FAIRFIELD, CT 06824

Godfather
Ham & Cheese

Italian Combo

se.oo

COLO GRINDERS

Combo

$6.00
Roast Beef
Salami & Cheese
$5.00
Turkey
$6.00
DINNERS
Manicotti
$7.00
Spaghetti W/Chicken
$8.00
Spaghetti W/Sausage or Meatballs $7.00
Spaghetti
$5.00
Stuffed Shells
$7.00
S5.00
Ziti
SODA WATER

KEYSTONE
LIGHT

NATURAL LIGHT/
NATURAL ICE

BUSCH/
BUSCH LIGHT

30 !>K CAN
% 11.99 *♦

30 PK. CAN
$11.99 ♦+

12 PK. BOTTLES
S5.99 ♦*

NATURAL LIGHT
$50++

MILWAUKEE'S BEST
S4S*+

:

$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$9.00
$13.00

KEGS

S1.00

$9.00

$6.50
$6.50
$6.50
$4.50
$7.00

in knowing what we would encounter when
we arrived at the competition," Sim said.
Up against teams comprised of undergraduate and graduate students, the students
were satisfied with their standings and hope
next year's team will be even more successful.
"We felt we did extremely well...because of the presence of strong universities
from around the world as well as numerous
graduate schools," said Warch. "There were
no weak participants, so we were very satisfied in finishing where we did."
Sim was also pleased with the team's
results, and she also felt that the experience
prepared her well for a career in finance.
"The competition provided us with a
glimpse of what the financial industry could
possibly be for us when we are finally in the
'real world,'" she said.
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Dave Gindek '07, Lester Bourne '06 and Ada Sim '06 and Patrick Warch '07.
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CALL 203.259.7795 AND
RESERVE KEGS FOR YOUR
NEXT PARTY.

WHATEVER YOU NEED,
IF WE DON'T HAVE IT WE
CAN GET IT!

LOCATED LESS THAN
ONE MILE FROM
CAMPUS, NEXT TO
DUNKIN DONUTS

ON THE POST ROAD.
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Rising sophomores upset about changes in housing options
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

for students, in a manner consistent with
existing college residential standards."
A petition was created by Catarina
Maia '09 with a mission of keeping JOgues
a freshman hall and to give its current residents a preference in housing. The petition
surveyed only Jogues residents, excluding
resident assistants, garnering a total of 205
signatures with only 13 rooms unsigned.
However, Pellegrino said in the campus announcement that giving preference
for housing towards the current residents
of Jogues would be unfair, as they do not
treat each building with a "greater or lesser
value to any residence hall, including when
it comes time apportioning spaces at the
time of lottery."
Gary Stephenson, director of residence
life and housing, also believes in the importance of dormitory logistics as taking precedence over a student not wanting to live in
the same building two years in a row.
"We don't really differentiate a bed
from a bed," said Stephenson. "In the office
model, a bed in Jogues is equal to a bed in
Gonzaga is equal to a bed in Regis. We just
really try hard to keep the lottery pure, and
it's random, it's based on how folks want to
live together rather than location."
Currently, Jogues Hall is the home to
312 students, 122 males and 190 females.
Of those residents, 90 males and 105 females are in temporary triples. Effectively,

there are a total of 65 triples in the building. Concurrently, Gonzaga houses 234
students, 103 males and 131 females, with
only a handful of triples.
Stephenson said the plan is to make
Jogues an all-sophomore dorm while
splitting Gonzaga into thirds: one floor in
Gonzaga will be a mixture of freshmen and
sophomore women studying in the fields of
Mathematics and Science, one floor will be
all-male freshmen, and the last floor will be
all-female freshmen. He also says there
are proposed plans on making Campion an
all-freshmen dorm.
Pending financial approval, Stephenson
said he wants to install the same furniture
in all the dormitory halls within the quad
this summer.
"A budget request was made to do that
but I haven't seen the results of the committee's approvals yet," said Stephenson. "But
we want to put into the quad the same type
of furniture that has been well-received in
Gonzaga and Regis."
Until the fall semester, Stephenson said
Jogues Hall had been an all-freshmen and
Gonzaga, an all-sophomore dorm, since the
2001 academic year.
Rising sophomores who do not currently reside in Jogues are not too worried
about having that building as an option
during the lottery.
"If we don't get into Ignation, I
wouldn't mind Jogues because my two
other friends and I want to room together,"
said Christine Papazicos '09. "Jogues has

James Nguyen/The Mirror

Second year's a charm? Students are mounting petitions to get out of Jogues Hall.
the nice corner rooms that can fit three
people nicely."
Although the priority deadline for
applications has passed, the Ignation Residential College is still taking applications
with their lottery taking place at the end of
March. Meanwhile, the general housing
pick night for the rising sophomores will
be held on the nights of April 19th for the
men and April 20th for the women, both at
6 p.m.
An advantage of Hying in Jogues over
Gonzaga would be the proximity to the stu-

dent parking lot, as Gonzaga residents are
technically not allowed to park in the faculty lot adjacent to Canisius Hall. However,
students like Alissa Mebus '09 are would
rather place importance in the location of
the building itself over parking.
"While having your car parked outside
your dorm is convenient, I would be spending more time in my dorm than I would be
using my car," said Mebus. "Therefore,
I would rather have better living quarters
and wouldn't mind so much to walk in the
cold to my car."

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.
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tuition. For more information, visit http://taw.quinjtiipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.
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It takes more than a coach
No facet of a leading university gets more national
attention than a Division I athletic program. It is for this
reason newspapers throughout the country have written
about Fairfield's' decision not to renew the contract of
men's basketball Head Coach Tim O'Toole.
O'Toole lost his job because he failed to deliver a
MAAC championship in his eight-season run. But even
though his two predecessors, Paul Cormier and Mitch
Buonaguro, took the Stags to the NCAA tournament,
neither left Fairfield on his own terms, and neither had
what could be considered a successful tenure.
We understand the administration's decision, but
given the fact that O'Toole is not the first to fail at this
job, the administration needs to ask itself a critical question: what does the next coach need to succeed? Is a new
coach going to solve all the problems facing the men's
basketball program? Die-hard fans, in addition to the
university community at large, are eager to know.

Gimme Shelter
Despite the dissatisfaction of many underclassmen,
we stand by the Administration's decision to alter the
University housing options for the upcoming academic
year.
The decision to house only freshmen in Campion,
only sophomores in Jogues, and a combination of underclassmen in Gonzaga has upset many students who fear
being housed in the same dormitory for two years in a
row. Though we sympathize with the students who feel
cheated out of their deserved housing "upgrades," this
decision is a solid one. Frankly, a dorm is a dorm, is a
dorm. Ultimately, we should consider ourselves lucky to
have accommodations offered for all four years.
However, this decision is indicative of larger obstacles
the University faces, including over-enrollment and the
obvious need for more on-campus housing. We strongly
urge the administration to move forward with plans for
the proposed dorm on the quad, as outlined in the Master
Plan. Not only would this additional housing alleviate
forced triples on the quad, it may relieve the crowded
townhouses, which were originally meant for four and
six people.

by Dan Otfinoski

You should have chosen to vote. Here's why:
To the Editor:
Does Ms. Phan know anything about FUSA or
Fairfield besides how to drink and make a fool of her
journalistic abilities? What she fails to realize is that
yes, voting makes a difference, even to the seniors.
The FUSA presidents in the last three years have been
very different and led various campaigns. Look at the
difference between last year and this year. Have you
not noticed the FUSA office abuzz all day with students conducting office hours or doing work? FUSA
now works as a well-oiled and structured organization
thanks to FUSA President Jess DiBuono and Vice
President Kristina Chomick. You should have chosen
to vote.'
And here is why:
1. Why should YOU have to benefit from voting?
Are you more important than the school? I can see you
are going to be the perfect alum really paying attention
to what goes on here after you leave.
2. Where were all the cupcakes and treats? Were
you not in the BCC at all on Tuesday? Dunkin' Donuts
was practically open for business all day in front of the
info desk. Furthermore, why should you get a cupcake
if you are not going vote? I guess you did not check
your mailbox either as both candidates left your precious treats in them over the weekend.
3. No advertising? Did you not attend either of the
debates? What about the countless times both tickets
went door to door in the dorms and townhouses? Signs
in the cafe, car windows galore, and even Facebook
groups. Do you live in a hole?
4. Do you expect the candidates to litter the beach

with signs on private property or in front of the Seagrape so drunks can knock them down? You are right,
the candidates should not target the Campus CENTER,
why would you concentrate on where everyone walks
through. Hey, don't you work at the Mirror office in
the BCC?!
5. Let's.just say if you are drinking between the
voting hours of 9:30 a.m. and 7:30 p.m. on aTuesday,
then maybe you should take advantage of Fairfield's
counseling services.
6. Glad you condone being a follower. You are a
great example for everyone at the school. Don't lead,
guys, just follow the crowd. Best of luck to you in three
months in the real world following what everyone else
says or does.
7.1 won't even waste ink trying to list the countless examples of students dedicating more hours to
FUSA, than you do to drinking, in pursuit of the betterment of the school and student body.
8. The Mirror is the best way to highlight the
platforms of each candidate so that the student body
can be informed. How about you try to inform the
students and encourage voting rather than bash and
simply mislead your readers? PS., great job endorsing
The Mirror on the hard work they did to educate the
students on the election.
9. If you wanted a cupcake then you should have
voted!
10. Again, you are a senior and shouldn't you be
the one setting the example for the student body?
Sincerely,
Marco Ambrosio '07

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk, ■
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
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Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.
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Over 1,100 students voted in last Tuesday's FUSA election.
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Public Safety and administration need to prioritize
BY NICK CARUSO

When I was a pre-frosh, the name Fairfield University
seemed so prestigious, so comforting and so accommodating. And I was so wrong.
I think my problems with Fairfield University can be
broken down into two major categories: the administration
and the administration.
I decided to write this column because of an event that
occurred on the morning of March 2. Public Safety vehicles
circled the townhouses with megaphones, obnoxiously
ordering everyone who was parallel parked to move their
cars. This racket began around 9:30 a.m. and continued for
the next hour. What seems like a small inconvenience is
exactly what is wrong with this university: no respect for
its students.
Please, hear me out.
I heard about the snow storm on www.weather.com a
week ago. Is it too much work to send out an e-mail a day
prior to the snowfall? We have better things to do than wait
around for the university to communicate to us via megaphone. I intern twice a week, work diligently as an editor
of The Mirror and am trying to keep my GPA high for my
last semester. Should I apologize for wanting to sleep late
on my day off?
While discussing this with a roommate, he recalled
the time a Public Safety officer had his car towed after the
same officer told him to park in that spot. Or how about
the time a neighbor of mine locked herself out of her house
accidentally, having left the oven on? She spent the next
20 minutes arguing on the phone with Public Safety so that

the three-block wouldn't burn to the ground. It was literally
a "Public Safety" issue, and they had to be compelled to
take action.
But if a freshman in Regis is caught with a single beer,
we'd better call eight ambulances.
Living as a senior in the townhouses continually haunts
me as the year goes by. What was so valued and fought
for junior year (and the reason I spent three straight years
living in the socially isolating and inhibiting Kostka) has
now turned into another way we can be used as puppets in
Fairfield's totalitarian play.
Residence Life and Housing called us about two weeks
ago at 3:45 p.m. on a Friday afternoon and told us that our
entire house needed to be prepared for a new roommate
who was arriving the following morning. In light of the
extremely short notice, two of my housemates talked to
Residence Life to ask a few questions. Residence Life staff
then told each of them completely different stories, from "he
has a key and is moving in tomorrow" to "he doesn't have
his key yet, and this is temporary." And yes, they talked to
the same person.
When we called Housing (why did we even bother?),
everyone was suddenly "at a meeting." At 4:10 p.m. on a
Friday? Uh huh. We also confirmed our beliefs when we
found a certain department head wandering about campus.
I don't appreciate feeling ignored, but most importantly, I
hate being lied to. The handling of the situation was nothing
short of unprofessional.
I don't understand why the administration sometimes
refuses to talk to students, or better yet, listen to them.
Instead, we are at the bottom of a long to-do list, as if we

Snap out of it!
BY ALEXANDRA GROSS

Most of us have seen "Mean
Girls" and heard about the book
"Odd Girl Out." However, why are
young women so ruthless toward
one another? If not all females
have this character flaw (I'd like
to include myself in this category),
what causes this unnecessary aggression toward other women?
As studies have shown, women tend to be less direct and assertive than men when- problems
arise. Females store emotions
inside. They are more likely than
males to bottle up emotions and
then explode because of these
pent-up feelings.
How do women deal with
stressful situations? They become
petty.
Walking to and from classes
or different locations on campus
is a prime time to overhear cell
phone conversations or discussions among females about other
young women.
Although men can be just as
guilty, women are extremely bold
when attacking a peer's physical
appearance, rather than her actions
or character. In today's society,
this is an incredibly low blow,
especially because of low self-esteem and increasing image issues
among college-aged students.
Cutting and sarcastic comments are often popular between
aggressor and victim, These
backhanded compliments are the
verbal form.o£.be»ring.claw6 and

hair pulling. Insults are an all too
common conversation starter in
female-peer relationships.
My other favorite way females
seek revenge is gossip. Rumored
hook-ups, drunken stupors or
eating disorders run rampant and
can destroy and add to the already
fragile psyche of young women.
Teenage and twenty-something females tend to be extremely
dramatic and manipulative. At this
age, women have men at their beck
and call because of looks, money
and privilege.
Alpha-female roles take shape
in even the smallest of social
circles, making conformity a
must. Unfortunately, watch out
if you ever do something to make
a female mad; she may attack or
exploit even your tiniest character
flaw.
I did not write this article to
bash fellow females. Instead, I
wanted to share some personal
observations and evoke discussion
about why women are sometimes
so unpleasant to one another.
Women can and have the capacity
to be extremely nurturing, kind
■ and caring individuals.
Although this age has been
characterized by selfishness and
immaturity, females need to snap
out of it! Since academic and social pressures exist at an all time
high, why do females act maliciously towards one another?
Remember the saying our
parents told us as children: "If you
have nothing nice to say, don't say
:.-anything at all."

are a hassle to the ever-so-prominent and mighty administration heads.
I don't mean to bash the entire school. Fairfield University is a great place for two main reasons: the faculty
and the students. I have had some wonderful professors
who have exceedingly contributed to my academic career
and well-being. As far as academics are concerned, score
one for Fairfield.
And what about the people I've met? I wouldn't change
them for the world. The students at this institution are the
foundation of the Fairfield experience. Yet, the administration fails to act unless we literally have our "helicopter
parents" call up and complain for us. Our parents only call
because your "gatekeeper" of a secretary will not let us
near her office.
The fact is, this is a service industry. We pay for a
service here and if that service is not being provided competently, i.e. 9:30 wake-up calls from Public Safety, the
administration will hear about it until we are happy, whether
it be from us or our parents.
Please note that the above issues only scratch the surface of the administration's relationship with the students.
The latest student versus Fairfield court case, regardless of
whether the verdict was right or wrong, made me somewhat
hopeful for the school's future.
To the underclassmen: Just because Fairfield is a private
institution does not mean it can do whatever it wants. Don't
be passive on issues you feel strongly about.
To the administration: I challenge you to be more
professional and to properly serve this university in the
way it deserves.

Save a buck at the bookstore
To the Editor:
The problem of textbook prices is a long standing
one on university campuses, and the possible solutions are more complicated than a bookstore setting a
deadline and then blaming faculty for not following
it. Publishers' incentives for large-scale adoptions,
the frequent re-issuing of "new" editions (with few
changes from previous editions) and the cycle of
course offerings at a particular university are all factors to consider.
The used book market at Fairfield is small, as
departments rarely, if ever, mandate that all faculty
teaching a particular course use the same texts. (Such
decisions are common at larger universities employing
graduate student teaching assistants.)
Also, because the student population is small and
tracked (most students, in other words, graduate in 4
years), few courses are taught in both fall and spring
semester. EN 11, for example, is offered in the fall but
almost never in the spring. A faculty member's failure,
then, to turn in book orders for EN 12 on time would
be unlikely to affect buyback of EN 11 books. Those

books won't be bought back because those courses are
not going to be taught again the next semester.
Upper-division courses are taught even less
frequently and have even fewer students. So, again,
buyback opportunities are going to be limited.
I applaud the FUSA Senate for responding to
students' concerns, but I would urge Senate members
to seek more creative solutions. Consider, as you would
with any research project, what information you need
to collect and why you are collecting it.
Rather than ferreting out delinquent faculty members (and I am no doubt one of them), work with the
bookstore and the Registrar's office to determine which,
courses seem likely to yield timely buybacks.
Approach those department chairs to facilitate
targeted deadlines for those specific courses. Then you
might actually see some results and save yourselves
and your constituents some money.
Sincerely,
Beth Boquet
Professor of English
Director, The Writing Center

Alum wishes O'Toole well
To the Editor:
I understand the decision to not continue with
Tim O'Toole, but I'm disappointed. Do I want my
alma mater to win? Yes. Is it the most important consideration? I don't think so. I like the idea of having
a classy alum, who cares about the university, who
cares about his players and who conducts his program
with integrity.
Certainly, one must consider that the coach at
Fairfield functions with something of a disadvantage
- if a top player is going to look at Connecticut, he's
going to choose to play in the UCONN spotlight and
not in Bridgeport.

I don't want to relax standards in order to get a
better basketball team. I want to improve through a
consistent effort to build a program of athletic and
academic integrity. I had faith in Tim O'Toole's effort to do that.
I was a student when Tim came back to play as a
graduate student after losing his senior year to injury,
and his tenacity and hustle embodied the kind of attitude our program needs. I thank him for his commitment and contributions to our alma mater, and I wish
him well. I'm sorry to see him go. Good luck, Tim.
Sincerely,
Bill Siedler '89

Editor: Nick Caruso
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A "Crash" course in the Academy Awards
BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

The entire night rested upon one moment: the
Best Picture Oscar...and the Oscar went to "Crash,"
the movie with the biggest cast, took home the gold
of the Academy Awards.
It also took the Oscar for Best Editing and Best
Original Screenplay, the insider theory being that
"Crash" won because the cast made up most of the
voting population.
For a night that had so many political overtones
there was no flag burning, pot smoking or Michael
Moore rants. Jon Stewart, taking a break from being
America's funniest reporter on the "Daily Show,"
appeared small and awkward at times; he seemed
like the kid who had been invited to dine at the adult
table.
Stewart lightened the mood with his college humor in a year that contained many controversial films,
especially with the tribute to all the gay undertones
that were present in Westerns prior to "Brokeback
Mountain."
Reese Witherspoon secured her place on the walk
of fame by winning Best Actress for "Walk the Line."
Witherspoon marked her accomplishment by saying:
"People used to ask June (Carter) how she was doin'
and she used to say, 'I'm just trying to matter.' I know
what she means. I'm just trying to matter and live a
good life and make work that means something to
somebody. You have all made me feel that I might
have accomplished that tonight with this honor."
Phillip Seymour Hoffman took home the Oscar
for Best Actor. People who didn't even see "Capote"
knew that he had to win the Oscar, just for putting on
the annoying voice. Rachel Weisz grabbed the Best
Supporting Actress even though her previous roles consists of "The Mummy" and "The Mummy Returns."
George Clooney added another title to an already

long list by winning the Oscar for Best Supporting Actor
for his role in "Syriana." Ben Stiller showed off his ability
to dance around in green spandex while presenting the

award for Best Special Effects, which went to "King
Kong." Ang Lee finally redeemed himself from making "The Hulk" by winning the Best Director Oscar
for "Brokeback Mountain." "Brokeback Mountain"
also took home Best Original Score and Best Adapted
Screenplay.
Other highlights of the evening included the Honorary Oscar to Robert Altman, which usually marks
the end of a career; however, Altman made it clear that
no Honorary Oscar is going to kill his career.
There was also The Science & Technology
Awards, which include the unseen workers of Hollywood. The Academy graciously only aired two
minutes of these, knowing that anymore would make
our retinas burn from the dorkiness of the winners.
Tom Hanks was hit with a violin, demonstrating
the Academy's new foolproof system of getting people
to wrap up their speeches.
Will Ferrell showed up sporting a redneck burn
(thanks to make-up) along with Steve Carrel and his
feminine look to present the Best Achievement in
Make-Up Award to "The Chronicles of Narnia."
The "March of the Penguins" continued with
the makers bringing giant stuffed penguin friends on
stage to accept the award for Best Documentary. The
evening got slightly confusing when Three 6 Mafia
appeared and won for Best Song with "It's Hard Out
Here for A Pimp" from the movie "Hustle & Flow,"
making people wonder how pimps fit into this Oscar's
theme of a return to glamour.
"Memoirs of a Geisha" took home all the aesthetic awards: Best Costume, Best Cinematography
and Best Art Direction making. It was a very pretty
film to look at.
The best part of the Academy Awards was that
it only lasted three hours and 33 minutes. Although this
seems long, in the past viewers have been up until 2 a.m.
trying to discover who would go home a loser.

The Importance of Being Theatre Fairfield

Theatre Fairfield performed "The Importance of Being Earnest" last week, a play by Oscar Wilde. "Earnest" is the story of two
young men living in 1890's England who use the same pseudonym, leading to a comedy of mistaken identities. From left to
. right, Jodie Pfau '07, James DeSilvestri '07, Wes Wilson '06, Jared Mezzocchi '07 and Casey Regan '07.
Photos by Jeff. Billmgham/The Mirror
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Saying
goodbye to
"Flavor of Love"

Contributed Photo

BY MARIE MONTGOMERY

The long journey for love is coming to an end for Flavor
Flav in the "Flavor of Love." For those of you who have
not been secretly rushing home to watch Flavor Flav get his
mack on, The Mirror is here to catch you up to speed for the
final episode.
Flava Flav, who originally got his fame from being
a member of Public Enemy, has been playing the reality
scene on VH1 for a while with the "The Surreal Life 3" and
"Strange Love." Previously, Flava gave his heart to Brigitte
Nielsen, the Danish actress who made her fame in B-movies like "Beverly Hills Cop II," and whom he met on "The
Surreal Life."
After being dumped by Nielsen for another man, Flava
goes on a search for new love. To make them appear even
more as strippers than they already do, Flava renames all 20
women with nicknames such as "Smilie" or "Red Oyster."
Flava brings all the girls to his mansion in L.A. where he
and his body guard, Big Rick, have been making the calls
on which girls are "keepin' it real."
The first show starts out with one girl vomiting on the
floor of the house, which sets the tone for the rest of the
show. What do you expect when you put a man with gold
teeth and a giant clock around his neck in a house with 20
promiscuous women?
The key to "Flavor of Love" is that no one on the show
realizes how insane fighting for the love of a middle-age rapper (who wears Viking horns) actually is. Things like this are
only made funnier when women say things such as, "Flav is
such an intellectual."
Some of the best episodes include Flava's mom, who
comes to meet the women. In one scene Flava's mom is distracted by biscuits and ignores Sweetie's talking altogether.
Another classic moment is watching the women cook chicken
or, in the case of Hottie, briefly microwaving and serving it to
Flava's mom. Or watching Flava try to play tennis for the first
time while wearing his trademark clock around his neck.
The show embodies the American ideals of Jerry Springer
with a good old-fashioned cat fight between two of the three
remaining contestants, New York and Pumkin (one of the
women actually spits in the other's face). Although Flava is
looking for love, it seems his idea of love actually represents
sex, which becomes obvious when he gives them the hot tub
challenge or the stripping challenge, leaving us wondering if
Flava is looking for love or looking to get laid.
Of course, these are all trips down memory lane. Can
reality television really get any better than this? Flava is down
to the last two women; New York is a crazy woman who falls
in love with Flava from day one and is one of the cats in last
week's fight. Hoops is a beautiful street woman who plays it
straight, but can she beat the crazy New York?
It all comes down to the final elimination. Who will get
the last clock and the key to Flava's heart and mansion? There
is no way to predict whom Flava will choose. As a tribute to
Flava, let's hear one last loud, "Flavor Flav, Flavor Flavvv."
No tears please, we know "Flavor of Love" will be back on
VH 1, even if it is just on the re-runs.
Watch "Flavor of Love" on VH1 Sunday at 10 p.m.
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Ted Leo: From the Levee to Toad's
BY PETER LAPRE

Ted Leo and the Pharmacists hit New Haven on Sunday, March 5, with a
return to Toad's Place. Fairfielders may remember the indie-rockers from an appearance at the Levee in spring 2004. Since then TL & Rx have steadily increased
in popularity and critical acclaim. Those who were able to see them on-campus
were truly lucky.
The band manifests itself as a power trio, with Leo handling the singing,
songwriting and guitar, while Dave Lerner and Chris Wilson provide bass and
percussion. The sum total of their onslaught is a spitfire sound in the mold of The
Clash and Elvis Costello, with all the nuances, intrigue and relevance expected
from such a comparison present. The clanging guitar rides on the bass and drums
rumble as Leo wails and waxes politically over the cacophony.
Leo and his Pharmacists took the stage around 11:30 p.m. after two underwhelming opening acts, including the British band The Duke Spirit.
With the banalities out of the way, Ted Leo and crew quickly set up their own
equipment, lingered on stage until they were ready. Being out pre-show and subject
to the occasional scattered hoots and hollers, killed the jolt of a dramatic entrance,
butthis didn't matter since they came out swinging anyway.
The performance was comprised heavily of songs from the band's past two full
length releases, such as 2003's "Hearts of Oak" and 2004's "Shake the Sheets."
However, Leo did find time to mix in three unnamed new tunes, all of which were
solid and remained in the band's typical mold. It would be safe to assume that
they will make it onto their forthcoming release, tentatively scheduled for a fall
release.
Highlights included a charged version of "Where Have all the Rude Boys
Gone?" and the dynamic, "Me and Mia." Throughout the show, Leo periodically
stopped and bantered while tuning his guitar, and it became evident that regardless
of the rest of the band's skill, this was a one-man show.
Leo performed shtick, dabbling in current pop culture with Kelly Clarkson
jokes, also conjuring up obscure ones from the past. He mused that he felt like
Yakov Smirnov saying in a pseudo-Russian accent: "In Russia, you play for the
crowd. In America, the crowd plays for you."
And what a dynamic crowd it was. Even though the under-21 section was more
rambunctious than their legal counterparts (it seems alcohol really is a depressant),
Leo enraptured everyone in a fist-pumping, head-bopping frenzy.
Leo's falsetto ripped through favorite after favorite, rattling off most of the
band's hits including, "I'm a Ghost" and "High Party." However, Leo would not
let anyone forget that at heart the power-punkers are a political band.
At the show's high point, they played "The Ballad of the Sin Eater," a song that
touches on recent atrocities including the Rwanda Crisis: "I spent a night in Kigali

f

in a five diamond hotel / Where maybe someday, they'll do the wa-Tutsi down in
Hutu hell." However, do not be fooled by the title and seemingly somber subject
matter; the song is a rocker in the mold of The Clash's "Know Your Rights." The
scathing lyrics resonated with the crowd and Leo's penchant for a contemplative,
yet raucous environment was evident.
Throughout the night, Leo repeatedly offered heartfelt thanks to the crowd for
its energy and enthusiasm, but really there was no other possible reaction for the
Pharmacist faithful; the performance was impeccable and astounding. The band
was tight and the sound was impressive, not to mention louder than bombs. The
songs themselves outdid their studio counterparts and Leo's wailing seemed to
reach new heights.
Ted Leo and the Pharmacists offer one of the most unique and rewarding live
shows around. They are the kind of band that gives you a profound, yet fleeting
hope that rock 'n' roll can be saved, but while that may not be possible, it feels
like it while they're up on stage.

Contributed Photo

Indie rockers Ted Leo and the Pharmacists have received critical acclaim.

Holy sh*t, it's a new Black Sabbath album'...sort of

BY BRIAN LYNCH

comparison). It's with the remaining four songs, "Iron Swan," the eight-part instrumental "March of the Lor," "Lament of the Aurochs" and "Ebethron" that The
The best way to describe the initial impact of listening to the debut album by Sword really flexes its creative muscle and shows some true potential to expand
The Sword, "Age of Winters," is like that moment in the 1970's when your uncle in the future.
dropped his first Black Sabbath album onto the record player. Your senses hold you
Particularly in "March of the Lor" - with no lyrics to hold them back, the music
prisoner. Your limbs refuse to move and that primal instinct roars to the surface, ranges'from fast and brutal medieval riffery on the parts of Cronise, fellow guitartransfixed by the aural fire these Promethean figures have brought to your ears.
ist Kyle Shutt and bassist Bryan Ritchie, to being held down tight as a Viking war
The Sword, both aptly named and aptly talented, brings back that old school,, drum by the berserker skin-pounding of Trivett Wingo to an anthemic twin-guitar
heavy metal vibe in spades. They combine the delightfully dark textures of sound assault on the fortress of metal-core.
characteristic of early Sabbath and the doom-metal genre with the fantastical imIt remains to be seen whether or not these guys have a long-term career. Much
agery and ridiculous lyrics of power metal. Let's face facts, though. Music like this like the stale and oft-reviled modern metal they are rebelling against, they could end
should never be analyzed up being a one-trick pony. The first four tracks on the CD seem to point that way
for deep lyrical meaning. - they are powerThat's what your eighth ful, but their appeal
grade Nirvana phase was lies in that "This
about (Besides, guitarist/ isn't Black Sabsinger J.D. Cronise has bath?" sound that
publicly announced he's seems so familiar,
taking the meanings with yet so intrinsically
him to the grave - so it's a new. However, it
moot point, really).
is in the last four
From the beginning that the scales are
riffs of. "Celestial Crown" balanced and prove
to their single, "Winter's that while they are
Wolves*" it's apparent that good students of the
The Sword has nailed that doom metal genre,
classic Sabbath sound, but they have plenty
chose to bury the vocals in of their own origithe background (probably nality and ideas to
Contributed Photos to avoid too much direct
draw from.
The Sword strike a deep chord.
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The Fairfield University Glee Club will spend spring break in Italy performing in cathedrals in Rome, Florence and Assisi.
PRESS RELEASE
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The Fairfield University Glee Club members aren't strangers to
the Italian culture. From Verdi to Scarlatti to Amici Forever, Italian
music has always been a performance standby. But to perform in the
country itself? That's something new.
The Glee Club will spend spring break on tour in Italy. The weeklong trip includes two concerts: one Mass and, the other, impromptu
sing in world-famous cathedrals in Rome, Assisi and Florence.
Forty-nine members of the Glee Club will be taking part in the
trip. Also traveling are Glee Club alumni, family members, friends
and University faculty and staff, including University President Fr.
Jeffrey von Arx, S.J.
"We're a tight-knit group. Not only are we excited to have the
opportunity to travel together to another country, but we are also incredibly fortunate to be able to perform in some breathtaking venues,"
said Luke Kloza '06, president of the Glee Club.
Concert repertoire is diverse as usual, with both classical and
contemporary selections, but Italian pieces take center stage. The
composer Palestrina, whose piece."Sicut Cervus" will be performed,
is viewed as the apex of Renaissance music, which is fittingly sung
in the city that gave birth to the Renaissance.
"It's exciting to be able to share the culture of the ancient civilizations and to absorb the choral history," said Carole Ann Maxwell,
D.S.M., director of the Glee Club. "We'll become a part of history

when we perform in the cathedrals of Italy."
While all four performance venues are historically significant, two
stand out above the others. Rome's II Gesu church, where the Glee
Club will sing at Mass, holds special significance for Fairfield, being
the mother church of the Society of Jesus and the Jesuit headquarters.
St. Ignatius' body is entombed within the church.
Basilica di San Francesco, where the Glee Club will perform an
impromptu sing, is the church of St. Francis of Assisi. The interior
features frescoes by Giotto, one of the earliest painters to use perspective in portraiture. '
Several Glee Club members have invited their families to take
part in the trip, seeing the opportunity to share a special experience.
Nobody knows that better than Jessica Vigliotti '09.
"I'm taking my mother as a gift for her," said Vigliotti," who
worked three jobs this summer to pay for the trip. "She's a Stage Five
breast cancer survivor. It's always been her dream to go to Italy. If
there's anything I can do to make her life special, I do it because I'm
so blessed to have her in my life. ... We^re best friends."
This is the Glee Club's first international tour in six years. In
2000, they performed in London, England, Cologne, Germany, and
Rotterdam and Maastricht in The Netherlands.
Much of the repertoire will be performed in the Glee Club's
spring concert, "The Magic of the Masters: Mozart and Bernstein,"
on Saturday, April 22, at 7:30 p.m. in the Quick Center. Tickets are $6
for students and are available at the Quick Center Box Office.

News & Notes JO
by Kevin Schneider

BOB DYLAN has announced tour dates for the spring, starting in April. Check his website for details.
GOLDPLAY is planning to set up camp in London to begin recording for their new album.
After being selected for induction into the Rock and Roll Half of Fame this year, THE SEX PISTOLS have
made a statement public on http://www.thefilthandthefury.co.uk declaring that it refuses to make an appearance at
the ceremony. The band also made some not so pleasant remarks about the Hall of Fame.
As of this week, Apple's iTUNES online music store has sold its billionth download since it was created in
April 2003. Alex Ostrovsky of West Bloomfield, Mich, was the lucky guy who downloaded the billionth song,
Coldplay's "Speed of Sound," and will receive an iMac, ten iPods and a $10,000 iTunes gift card. Additionally,
Apple plans to establish a music scholarship at New York's .milliard School in honor of the occasion. Who knew?

Editor: Tara Touloumis
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Child left behind? Offer him a new Mustang
Students, faculty contemplate value of attendance incentives
students.
"I would work to go to class and not
miss any, as long as the teacher isn't irFever. Hang over. Overslept It's Friritating or useless," said Todd Bingham
day.
'08.
There are a million reasons why some
"J would definitely attend class
of us choose not to attend class; but what if
every day, especially for money which
getting up, getting dressed and walking to
I can spend any way 1 want," said Lydia
Bannow would put you in the running for a
Mulik t)8. "But 1 go to ail of my classes
Ford Mustang?
anyway because I was told the statistic
High schools all over the country are
of each class costs me and my parents
offering attendance incentives to its students,
over $100."
according to a recent article published in
As far as adopting attendance incenThe New York Times. In Hartford. Conn.,
tives
on the collegiate level, the transition
last year, nine-year-old Fernando Vasquez
from high school to college is one of mawon $10,000 in a raffle for students with
turity, freedom and tuition. The concept
perfect attendance. In Buckner, Ky.. 19of needing bribery to get the most out of
year-old Krystal Brooks won a yellow Ford
your education by attending class seems
Mustang.
degrading to many students and faculty
After the No Child Left Behind law was
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
at Fairfield.
instituted, many schools have been generatApparently,
a
good
grade
is
not
always enough
What
if
there
was
an
iPod
up
for
grabs?
"I would feel manipulated and taken
ing ways to increase attendance, which is a
advantage of and would not participate in
large factor for determining state and federal to entice students to attend class.
such obvious schemes of bribery," said
funding. Schools in the Forth Worth district,
for example, would receive an extra $4,700 if the average attendance increased by one Stephanie Angelo '08 Yeah right, I'd get my ass to every class early if 1 was going to get
some cash for it"
student, according to die article.
"It's paternalistic," said Politics Professor Jocelyn Boryczka. "It's something your
Although this win-win scenario may sound appealing at first, many Fairfield students
parents do to get you to clean your room ... It really doesn't treat students as independent
and faculty have qualms about policies such as these.
"lairing a student to come to class isn't the way to increase attendance,*' said Keith autonomous people. The incentives are altering behaviors and turning the teacher-student
Morris '08. "If students aren't coming to the class, there's a problem with the material or relationship into parent-child."
However, despite the maturity rationale, some are easily bought - especially tor
the professor. No matter what incentives you offer, if die student doesn't want to be there,
five figures or a brand new car.
they won't [be]."
So would a Ford Mustang out weigh the opportunity costs of dragging yourself to
"When you are in college, you should decide for yourself whether or not you want to
every
economics
class at 8 a.m. on Mondays and Thursdays? Well, you will have to go to
go to class," said Politics Professor John Orman. "You are young adults and shouldn't need
class
to
get
the
answer.
a raffle to get you to attend class."
Others feel there are worse behaviors to reward. Granted, most of these people are
BY ALT BART

Don't be foolish on April 1st, you can make a difference
BY LESLEY ALMEIDA

Head off Fairfield's campus and onto Post Road. Take
a right and you'll come across fancy Italian restaurants,
jewelry stores and shopping plazas. Or take a left, and you'll
reach Connecticut's largest city and one of the nation's
poorest - Bridgeport.
Inside the safe walls of campus and surrounded by
Fairfield's quiet neighborhoods, it would be easy for students
to forget about the poverty stricken city down the street.
Some students, however, refuse to ignore it.
For 18 years, Fairfield University students have participated in the national Hunger Clean-Up, an operation
run by the National Student Campaign Against Hunger and
Homelessness (NSCAHH).
On Saturday April 1, teams of Fairfield students will roll
up their sleeves and head out to about 40 different local sites
for a three hour work-a-thon, according to Hunger Clean-Up
Executive Board Member Angela Lively '06.
"It's a great thing for students to get involved with because it's just one morning," said Meghan Shea '08, also a
member of the executive board. "And you can form teams
with your friends, so it's a lot of fun."
The teams are sent out into the community to work at
various places that need aid. The work may involve anything from washing windows at a senior center to gardening
and cleaning up local parks. To participate, students donate
money or are sponsored by friends and family to work,
according to Shea.
"Last year we raised close to $8,000," said Lively.
" We Ye trying-to raise $ 10.000 this year, but of course, any-

thing above that would be amazing!"
Fairfield received a Bronze Medal
Award of Excellence last year for the
amount it raised last year, as well as a
citation for "top schools participation" for
the 318 university volunteers, according
to the Hunger Clean-Up website.
Half of the money raised goes to
the NSCAHH organization and the other
half is divided among three or four local
charities chosen by the Hunger Clean-up
Board. This year, the money will be divided among Harrison Apartments; Head
Start, Kings Pantry and Kitchen of Hope,
according to Lively.
But the day is not just all work and
no play. After spending the morning volMirror File Photo
unteering, students are invited to a party
Students
help
out at last
A
productive
way
to
spend
a
Saturday
morning
at the Levee. Food will be donated by
year's
Hunger
Clean-up.
local restaurants such as Dunkin Donuts,
such a good cause. For a small amount of time and money,
Chef's' Table, Ole Mole, Dominos and
it seems' like it helps the community in a hugely positive
many others.
In addition, a variety of prizes, including gift certificates way," said Katie Barry '08.
According to the Website, www.hungercleanup.org,
to local restaurants, the theater and the university bookstore
more than 38 million Americans face hunger or food insecuwill be given out, according to Shea.
"We hope to have 400 volunteers this year. Faculty rity, and 13 million experience homelessness every year.
To counter these frightening statistics, Fairfield students
and staff participate, but most participants are students,"
have a chance to make a difference. The Hunger Clean-up
said the faculty advisor Suzanne MacAvoy.
Students who have already signed up are excited about will take place on Saturday, April 1, with the work being
done from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. To donate or volunteer, e-mail
the upcoming day.
- H saw the sign-up table in the BCC and it sounded like hungercleanup@stagweb.fairfield.edir: ' * '
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There's no magic in 21:
Problems associated with drinking go beyond just being underage
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

It is very easy to place the responsibility of drinking and drug use on the students
because they are guilty as sin.
However, once you move past the
obvious truths that exist at this university
though, realistically what are the other
options? Open Mic night at the Levee?
Bowling? Are you kidding me?
This is not to say that there is a problem with attending any one of these fabulous FUSA-sponsored events, but there
has to be more out there. This campus is
languishing because of a lack of activity,
and I do not expect change.
These are strong words, but it is in no
way an indictment of Fairfield University.
My expectations are nonexistent because
they are faced with a problem our entire
country has tried to solve.
The drinking age is 21, but the studies
agree that this mandate has not produced
the results politicians expected. Ironically,
kids are drinking earlier and while teen
drunk driving fatalities have significantly
decreased, the statistics do not speak the
truth.

It's as if there's a double standard, and
adults do not make the wrong decisions.
In this deception there exists a culture in
which underage drinking is looked down
upon, but parents acknowledge their kids
drink. America as a whole neglects to act
on what is known but not seen.
Are we so consumed in the struggle
to prevent underage drinking that we have
neglected the youth of America?

The detriments of drinking
cannot be placed solely on the
adolescent population.
The whole uproar over underage
drinking exists because too much attention
is paid to the nonessentials and fine print.
If connections can be made, there is the
chance that even fewer kids will become
statistics.
If there was genuine concern for these
"disturbing" statistics, a hard line would
be taken. I understand this is easier said
than done with government regulations
involved and passing laws through Congress always a hassle, but there has to be
a unified position.
If we say we're going to stop underage
drinking, then we need to change a culture
that accepts the fact that high school and
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college are one big booze fest. If we are
not prepared to do this though, then the
drinking age should return to 18.
Not too long ago, you sat in a high
school auditorium and listened to the reinvented alcoholic who once found himself
at the bottom of the bottle. The whole
time you thought: "This guy's had some
serious problems."
Yet later that night, you would show
up with an 12-pack and a bum bottle of
Jack at your best man's ripper.
After you picked your face from
the toilet, maybe you reflected on the
speaker's words. More likely, you knew
you would once again be in a similar
predicament.
This is life, governed by rules that are
broken like sticks, but we seem to only
focus on the extremes: accidents, injuries
and deaths.
The detriments of drinking cannot be
placed solely on the adolescent population.
Is a teen more likely to drive drunk
than an adult, or has the adult just been
lucky enough not to get caught? We have
to question these assumptions for they can
be skewed to support either side.
We need to stop fighting these battles
that we cannot possibly win and refocus
the endless resources and knowledge
of an educated people, on the solution.
What that solution is, though, cannot be
determined.
Nevertheless, one thing is obvious:
the constant back and forth, baseless
arguments and senseless deaths can not
continue.
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Hey Fairfield,
why don't you...
Watch Fairfield University
students on the Food
Network? "Ham on the
Street," a new program,
will feature a segment
on how to make yummy
brownies in a dorm
microwave. The show
will air Sunday, March 19
at 11 p.m. and Monday,
March 20 at 3 a.m. on
channel 27.
Participate in Circle K's
clothing drive? Drop off
your old clothes at the info
desk in the BCC before
you leave for spring break.
Pick out a festive outfit for
the upcoming Spring Fling
semi-formal? The dance
is sponsored by IRHA,
RASOR and UNITE and
will take place on Friday,
March 24 from 8 p.m. until
midnight in the Oak Room.
It features a live DJ, a
cash bar, chocolate and
fresh fruit. Don't forget to
bring your dapper duds
back after break!
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Sorry "Brokeback," this one goes to Janet Krauss
"My students mean a lot to me. We
share new ideas in our classes, and I enjoy
JANET KRAUSS IS A POET, A BRIDGEPORT planning lessons that generate discussion
TEACHING VOUJNTEERAND A BOSTON NATIVE.
and motivate my students," she said. "They
AND AFTER LAST M ONTH, KRAUSE BECAM E
challenge me, and I them. Teaching is a
FAiRfiEiD UNIVERSITY'S 2005 ADJUNCTTEACHER staple in my life."
OF THE YEAR
The Adjunct Teacher Award is a brand
KRAUSS RECEIVED THE AWARD FROM ACAnew award which was first given out last
DEMIC VICE PRESIDENTORIN GROSSMAN ON
year, according to Grossman. "It was estabFEB. 14, AND SHE IS EXCITED ABOUT THE OP- " lished by an anonymous donor who wanted
PORIUNNY TO REP RESENT HER DEPARTMENT.
to make more visible the contributions of
"I AM THRILLED TO GET THE AWARD," SHE
our excellent adjunct faculty," he said.
SAID. "I ALSO FEEL PROUD TO REP RESENT M Y ADAccording to a university statement,
JUNCTCOLLEAGUES IN THE ENGUSH DEPARTM ENT,
the Adjunct Teacher of the Year award is
A GROUP AS DEVOTED AS I AM TO NURTURING OUR chosen by a group of faculty and administraSTUDENTS."
tors including the academic vice president,
the director for the center of academic
KRAUSS TEACHES CORE CLASSES SUCH AS
excellence, winner of the award from the
COMPOSITION AND PROSE, U.S. DIVERSITYBASED COURSES AND INTRODUCTION TO LITERATURE.
previous year, the Alumni Teacher of the
SHE ALSO TEACHES POETRY WRITING I, CREATIVE
Year, and others.
WRITING, UNDERSTANDING POETRY I, SPIRT OF
Last year, the award was given to
PLACE AND INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES IN
Adjunct History Professor Elizabeth Hohl,
WRITING fiCTION OR POETRY.
said Grossman.
HONING HERLOVE FORENGUSH BY READING
"Professor Krauss won this award
NOVELS, POETRY AND NON-FICTION, KRAUSS GRADbecause of her remarkable dedication to
UATED FROM GIRLS' LATIN SCHOOL IN BOSTON. the students in the English department over
SHE THEN WENT ON TO RECEIVE HER BACHELOR many years, and I am very pleased that she
OF ARTS IN ENGUSH AND AM ERICAN LITERATURE
has received this recognition," said GrossFROM BRANDEIS UNIVERSITY.
man.
SHE GOTHERMASTER OF ARTS IN AM ERICAN
Nicole Cappiccille '06, currently in
STUDIES WITH A CONCENTRATION IN AMERICAN
one of professor Krauss's poetry classes,
LITERATURE FROM FAIMTELD UNIVERSITY AND HAS
believes that professor Krauss is well deBEEN ADJUNCTTEACHING HERE FOR28 YEARS.
serving of this award.
KRAUSS SHARED HER EXPERIENCES AT
"I think it's wonderful that she has won
this
honor,"
she said. "She is such a dediFAIRHELD.
BY KATE MCGANN

cated teacher, [and is] always encouraging
her students to strive for their best, whether
it be with their writing skills or outside the
classroom."
Cappiccille believes it is the one-onone attention that Krauss grants to all her
students that sets her apart from other
professors.
"She invests a lot of her personal time
with her students, meeting with each of them
individually in her office each week."
In fact, it is the time Krauss spends with
students that make her feel rewarded in her
job everyday.
"I have felt that my students have given
me the award all these years because of

the rapport we've built between us and our
working together to understand the material I present, to understand issues of racial
conflicts, family dynamics and human rights
and how to use the English language to create poems and stories," she said.
In addition to her work at Fairfield,
Krauss also keeps busy organizing literary
events of local authors at Harborview Market in Black Rock, and as been teaching at
St. Basil College in Stamford for the past
26 years.
When asked about the future, Krauss
simply said: "I want to keep doing what
I'm doing."

-||
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Professor Janet Krauss
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BREAKING NEWS ~ FUSA ELECTORS
Duffy wins FUSA
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connefl

'

After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
Jillian Grant was re-eJected
as VP of Programming with
approximately 65% of the

Who should win the
FUSA election?
O Kevin Neubauer
,;PaulDuBy
(VOTE

Breaking News posted in real-time
Never feel left out of the loop!
Over a half-dozen useful extras, including
Scholarships, Travel and GradZone
Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather
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Stags fall to Big Green in home opener
BY DAN ARESTIA

The Fairfield men's lacrosse team could not
hold off Dartmouth in the fourth quarter to lose a
heartbreaker at the Stags' home-opener last Saturday
14-12. After gaining control in the third quarter,
breakdowns in the final minutes cost the Stags the
game.
Fairfield battled No. 18 Dartmouth throughout
the first half, with neither teaming gaining a lead of
more than two goals. It was not until the Stags went on
a tear in the third quarter, led by attack Travis Nelson
'08, that they gained a solid lead. Nelson scored twice
in a 5-0 Fairfield run that spanned almost the entire
quarter and gave Fairfield a 10-7 lead.
Dartmouth scored twice before the quarter
ended and would start the fourth quarter down by a
goal. Dartmouth then knotted the game at 10 only
45 seconds into the fourth quarter. Midfielder Greg
Mark Servidio/The Mirror
Downing '07 put the Stags back up by one, and
About
face!
The
Stags
will
need
a
turnaround
to get back on ,
Nelson added another goal a minute later for a 12-10
their winning ways after falling to Dartmouth 12-14.
Stags lead.
Unfortunately, that was the last lead they would
Nelson led the Stags in scoring for the game, tallying
have. Dartmouth scored four times in the games final 4:11, four goals and one assist. Downing added two goals and two
including a goal with one second remaining, to take the lead assists, and co-captain Josh Thornton '06 contributed two
and the win. Fourth quarter breakdowns were the reason the goals and an assist. Attackman Mike Bocklet '07 matched
lead was surrendered.
Thorton's output in the game, once catching an assist from
"We were perfect on clears going into the fourth quar- his brother, defenseman Matt Bocklet '08. Gary Raniolo
ter, and then we struggled," said Downing. "Our defense '09 and Chris Manley '07 had a goal apiece, while Charlie
could make the stop, but we had trouble turning the ball Keinath '07 and Brian Finnerty '08 chipped in with an asover afterwards."
sist each.

Students save 50% on tickets
With VUllfl
«■«■■■ WUIIU
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'mfor****sludents.
MusthmnU 10. limitations apply.

"a frolicsome jaunt through a continuum of space
time, history, geography, feminism and fashion!"
-The flew York Times

THE VERGE
By Eric Overmyer
Directed by Tazewell Thompson
In association with
Arena Stage (Washington, DC)

For the Big Green, most of the scoring came from
Tewaaraton candidate Jamie Coffin. The senior attackman
touched Fairfield for four goals and two assists, including
game tying goals in the first and fourth quarters, ick Bonacci
would add three goals and an assist. Brian Koch and Tim
Daniels each had two goals as well. Sean Anthony, Ryan
Dahehy, and Ryan O'Connor each had goals as well to round
out the Dartmouth scoring effort.
Michael Krueger '07, hoping to build on his strong
sophomore season, had 13 saves in the game, including an
eight save effort in the second quarter. Dartmouth finished
with 10 saves.
After first quarter troubles, the Stags dominated the
face-offs in the game, finishing 17-28. Dartmouth outshot
Fairfield, but by a small margin of 40-36. The Stags won the
battle for ground ball 34-32. Extra man efforts would also
prove to be a difference in the game, as Dartmouth went 4-6
on man-up, while Fairfield could only convert 1-3.
Fairfield looks to move on from this loss as they open
up ECAC play on Friday at Rutgers.
"We need to learn from our mistakes. Defensively our
game wasn't there, and offensively we need to possess the
ball. Rutgers is a tough team and we need to get ready for
them," said Downing. Rutgers is coming of a 10-6 loss to
Delaware, and is 1-1 on the season.
It is hard to tell what sort of long term implications a
loss like this might have for Fairfield.
"If they drop a few of their easier games, this could
hurt us," said Downing. The Stags look to put up a strong
in-conference performance, beginning this Friday with
Rutgers.
The loss drops Fairfield to 1-1 overall on the season,
and Dartmouth remains undefeated, improving to 3-0.
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at any time as well as
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boos in the current
issue. These
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NOW ON STAGE!
Now thru March 25
Student tickets start at $15
This delightful comedy takes us on
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Women's LAX drowned by the Brook
BY LORRAINE MILLINGTON

Students are excited about Spring Break
quickly approaching, but it didn't feel anything like spring weather as the Fairfield
women's lacrosse team fell to Stony Brook,
13-10, March 4 on Alumni Field.
The brisk wind and recently fallen snow
left a cold air lingering through the first
half, causing the teams to score seven goals
altogether. There were eight goals scored
in nine minutes during the final period;
Fairfield and Stony Brook each netted four
goals, before both teams went scoreless for
seven minutes in the second half.
"We go through spurts during the
game, we had a straight through fire up from

the second half of the Lehigh game into the
game against Villanova," said Beth Loffredo
'06. "We didn't stick to our game plan
against Stony Brook and we didn't execute
when we needed to."
Loffredo led the team with four points
on two goals and two assists against Stony
Brook. She is second on the team in goals
netted with seven. Abbey Goodwin '09
and Ashley Chappell '07 had a team-high
three goals for the Stags. Goodwin is the
first player to be named Rookie of the Week
this season. She leads the team in goals
scored attempting 11 shots, touching net
nine times.
"I don't think that I have to go out in the
game and score every time," said Goodwin.

"There are a lot of freshmen on the team and
we are all on the same level, so I just go out
there and do what I can for the team."
Ashley Chappell '07 was the only
player for the Stags to score in the last five
minutes of the game. She leads the team
with 12 points and seven assists. Stony
Brook out-shot the Stags 38-22, despite
Fairfield causing eight turnovers and grabbing-12 saves.
"I expected us to be a lot more composed against Stony Brook than we were in
the game," said Head Coach Stacey McCue.
"It was a close game against them when we
played last year and this game was similar
to the one we had last year."
The Stags lead their opponents in al-

Living What You Learned
Through Your Jesuit
Education
Giving back through family,
community and career

_J

Alumni Panelists:
Matt Fitucco '98- teacher and campus minister in NJ
Kevin Johnson '93-teacher, Fairfield Prep
Jane Nolan '00—grad student, Social Work, Columbia
Stacey Irwin Downey '93-operations manager, Management Sciences for Health

most every statistical category for the first
three games of the regular season. The team
scored in double figures all three games and
committed 12 less turnovers than their three
opponents combined. The two defeats for
the Stags this season were by a combined
total of four points.
The Stags have attempted 80 shots on
goal, touching net four more times than all
three of their opponents as a whole. The
team is shooting 45 percent on the field attempting 61 goals with an average score of
12 per game.
"The effort and the heart is definitely
there from our team," said McCue. "We just
have to clean up our play because a lot of
the turnovers we commit in the beginning
of the game come back to haunt us."
The Stags play their last non-conference home game before a four-game road
trip and the start of conference play on
March 9 against Long Island University.
Splitting the bill
Baseball split a doubleheader against
Fordham on Sunday, winning their first
game of the season in the night cap.
Despite losing 12-7 in the first game,
the Stags were able to persevere and received outstanding individual efforts from
first baseman John Scaife '06 and pitcher Ed
Kamintzky '07 en route to a 10-1 victory.
Kamintzky had a career outing, allowing only one run on four hits with two
walks as well as striking out a career-high
ten batters.
A Pirates life...
Fairfield softball went 4-2 during the
Pirate Classic in North Carolina defeating Longwood, Liberty and St.Francis, PA
twice.
Strong efforts from the weekend included pitcher Cagney Rignalda '07 and
catcher Erin Hank '08.
Outfielder Julia Jac oby '08 also had
an outstanding weekend which led to her
MAAC Softball Player of the Week Honor.
During the tournament Jacoby batted .478
and recorded 10 runs during 23 at bats.

Round table:
Keith Mackiewicz '05-teacher, Providence Alliance for
Catholic Teachers
Katie Leo 'o4-Fordham University
Marie Lucien Dormevil '03-Bridgeport Dept. of
Children and Families
Jeff Holland '04—financial consultant, grad student in
Education

Wednesday, March 22 nd
6:30 pm

BCC 200

Sponsored by: The Career Planning Center and Campus Ministry
Mirror file photo

Looking Ahead: Dana Frey '08 and the
Stags will look to LIU to get back on track
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Key for women is improvement from freshmen
ON WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
LORRAINE MILLINGTON
At the end of the day, there can be only one champion.
The teams left behind can either retool or continue to build.
The MAAC tournament gave. Fairfield women's basketball something to build on after beating eight seed Siena in
overtime and nearly upsetting defending champion Canisius
in the quarterfinals losing 60-55.
"It's tough that we didn't come out with a win at the
end," said Sabra Wrice '08. "But we realized that if we put
our minds to it, we can accomplish anything.
"We were really confident and really aggressive against
Canisius," said Cara Murphy '06. "We didn't get the win but
everyone played pretty well."
The Stags are losing two seniors to graduation, but are
returning four starters and key role players. Murphy and
Wrice are ranked in the top ten in conference scoring, with
Wrice leading the league in steals this season. Rookie of
the Year candidate Baendu Lowenthal is top 10 in field goal
percentage, shooting nearly 50 percent and leading all rookies
in rebounds with just over five a game.
"The MAAC tournament was a good showing for our
team, and I think the kids did a good job," said Head Coach
Dianne Nolan. "We did a lot of things in the tournament that
we weren't doing during the season."
Nolan gave her freshmen more playing time in the last
couple of games of the regular season and into the MAAC
tournament, giving them the opportunity to gain experience
going into next season. The Stags were one of the youngest teams in the MAAC, starting a freshman and often two
sophomores.
- .
Megan Caskin '09 benefited the most from the increased
playing time, logging more than 30 minutes in the last regular

y^

season game and starting both games in the MAAC tournament.
Shiryell Moore '09 and Lauren Groom '09 also received
increased minutes towards the end of the season, contributing
tough defense and scoring variety.
"Megan was ready when it was time for her to step up
and she did a great job," said Murphy. "We were really happy
with her performance, and she's going to do really great
things next year."

of doing."
The Stags have brought in four recruits in each of the last
two seasons and these recruits have been the most productive
recruiting classes in the last few years. The team is loaded
with guards and small forwards but this allows the team to
get up and down the court easily, using youth and speed to
their advantage.
"We are going to be dangerous next year in the MAAC,"
said Wrice. "Other teams really have to realize what we are
bringing back. We started a freshman during the tournament that didn't play point guard all season, and she
came in and did an awesome job."
In addition to the promising freshmen, the Stags
also have 2004 Rookie of the Year Candice Lindsay
who suffered an ankle injury mid-way through the
season and didn't play much after that.
Lindsay was the third leading scorer on the team
last year with nine points per game and second on the
team in rebounds grabbing nearly six a game. She
will be crucial to the play of the Stags next year, as
she brings aggressiveness on both the offensive and
defensive ends of the court.
Nolan will look for that aggressiveness next season
from all of her players.
Mirror file photo
"We are going to need all of our players to step
Head held high: The Stags took some positives from the MAAC up next year, as roles will be increased," said Nolan.
tournament defeating Siena and playing close to defending
"We are going to have a good post season in order to
champ Canisius
prepare for a great season next year."
Following the men's head coaching change, Nolan
The freshmen are making an impact on the team, but it dismissed the rumors that she will leave Fairfield.
is the emergence of the upperclassmen playing along with
The biggest question though, is whether Nolan will be
the underclassmen that would make for a dangerous com- back next year. Athletic Director Gene Doris, who choes not
bination.
to renew the contract of men's Head Coach Tim O'Toole, said
"I was waiting until Megan was ready," said Nolan. "She an "evaluation process" is taking place.
progressed in practice towards the end of the season and
Nolan, for her part, says she will be back, looking to start
when she settled in she did what I thought she was capable things off with win No. 503.
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Players: "It's a business"
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CONTINUED FROM P.1

Providence and Virginia, who is now an analyst for INHD, and Tom Moore, the associate
head coach at UConn.
Doris said that he could not talk about
coaches, such as Moore, who are currently
involved with teams, but did say that "we're
looking at a lot of people at that level. He
added that there are "probably two or three
tiers of people that we look at."
As for Gillen, Doris said that he is a
friend of his, and that the two talk at least
two or three times a year.
"I don't think Pete has decided [whether
to return to coaching]" Doris said. " I know
there's all this speculation that he wants to
come back and coach. I know he hasn't decided if he wants to come back and coach. At
this point in time, he would be something we
would have interest in, but he's got to decide
what he wants to do with his life."
Doris said that the university will bring
in an outside firm to develop a list of candidates who it thinks will best suit the school.
The firm will be responsible for evaluating
candidates and doing background checks,
and for providing the university with legal
services to handle contract negotiations with
candidates.
The next step in the hiring process will
be the formation of a committee, composed
of alumni and other people with ties to the
university and to the athletic program, which
will narrow down the field and present Doris
with the finalists.

Doris said on Tuesday, hours before
The Mirror went to press, that an announcement would be forthcoming within the next
24 hours regarding the exact firm that the
university had hired.
But what about the player input?
That part of the process will take place
once the committee has narrowed the list
down to a few finalists. At that time, a player,
either a captain or another representative, will
meet with the finalists.
Doris said oftentimes the player is a senior, because seniors do not have a personal
stake in the process, but know the team and
its interests well. Two such players are DeWitt
Maxwell '06 and Alvin Carter '05, both of
whom have fond memories of O'Toole, but
who understand the decision that had to be
made.
"It's a business," Carter, a tri-captain,
said. "It's the nature of the game. It happens."
But both players said O'Toole was a
good coach who cared about the players on
and off the court, something they hope the
next coach brings to the table.
"You have to think, over the last four
years, before I got here Fairfield was in the
basement," Maxwell said of O'Toole's job
performance in recent years. "In the last three
years, we were at the top of the league every
year. This year we had a lot of injuries. But
we didn't really get to see our whole potential
this year. But it's like Al said, it's the nature
of the business."

WAS THE FIRST COACH SINCE THE
1977-78 AND 78-79 SEASONS TO
HAVE BACK-TO-BACK WINNING
SEASONS, WHEN STAGS WENT

19-11 IN 2002-03 AND 19-12 IN
2003-04.
LED STAGS TO THE MAAC TITIE
GAME AND AN NIT BH> IN 200203, WHEN THE STAGS NEARLY
KNOCKED OFF BOSTON COIXEGE IN
FRONT OF MORE THAN 6,000 FANS
AT THE ARENA AT HARBOR YARD.
97 PERCENT GRADUATION RATE ARGUABLY THE MOST IMPORTANT
STATISTIC FOR ANY COACH WHO
ISN'T GOING TO WIN A NATIONAL
CHAMPIONSHIP — WAS MORE
THAN TWICE THE NATIONAL AVERAGE AND AMONG THE BEST IN THE
COUNTRY.
DENG GAI 'OS AND TYQUAWN
GOODE '05 COMBINED TO WIN THE
MAAC DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE
YEAR AWARD FOUR YEARS IN A
ROW, WITH GAI SETTING THE
ALL-TIME MAAC BLOCKS RECORD
ON HIS WAY TO THE NBA.

MOST IMPORTANT STAT WHEN
ALL WAS SAID AND DONE: EIGHT
YEARS, ZERO MAAC TITLES OR
NCAA APPEARANCES.
ALLEGATIONS OF WIDE-SPREAD
NCAA VIOLATIONS PROVED TO
BE NOTHING MORE THAN MUDSLINGING FROM A DISGRUNTLED
FORMER PLAYER, BUT THEY
MAY HAVE CAST A SHADOW OF
DOUBT OVER THE PROGRAM AND
HURT RECRUITING EFFORTS.
TERRANCE TODD '06 AND
DEWITT MAXWELL '06 - WERE
SUSPENDED FOR OFF-THE-COURT
INCIDENTS UNDER O'TOOLE'S
WATCH. TEAM MAY HAVE WON A
FEW MORE GAMES THIS FAIL
WITH MAXWELL AND HAD A
BETTER MAAC TOURNAMENT
SHOWING
STAFF FAILED TO RECRUIT A BIG
MAN TO FILL GAL'S PLACE IN THE
LINEUP, AND THE STAGS WERE
BADLY HURT BY THE DEFICIENCY, IT WAS IMPOSSIBLE FOR
FALRFffiLD POST PLAYERS THIS
YEAR TO DEFEND IN THE LOW
POST
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O'Toole will be sorely missed by this sportswriter
CONTINUED FROM P.
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northeast of here.
And I had to go from writing columns in the teen section of the Springfield Republican to covering a Division
I college basketball program.
But O'Toole couldn't have possibly made things easier
for me. He wrote back" to my e-mails and returned my phone
calls quicker than any other coach at Fairfield, even though
he and Head Women's Basketball Coach Dianne Nolan are
the only coaches who have other media requests to fulfill.
He acted happy to see me every time, even though there
were probably times when he wished I'd scram.
Last year, I had to go to a practice to do an assignment
for a sports broadcasting class. I don't remember what was
bothering me, but I was visibly bogged down, and O'Toole
noticed. So what did he do? He dragged me outside the gym
and gave me a pep talk. Told me I was the first guy from
this newspaper in his seven years who asked intelligent
questions at press conferences.
I stopped by in early June to talk to him about a story
I was writing for the freshman orientation issue. I told him
about my summer job as a play-by-play announcer for the
Bridgeport Bluefish. And then, despite the fact that Tim
O'Toole doesn't know a thing about baseball, we talked
baseball for 10 minutes.
This October, I went to a pre-season practice about
three weeks before the start of the season. It was the first
time I had showed up to watch the new team, and I hadn't
met any of the freshmen. So at the first break in action

after I showed up, he made every new player introduce
himself to me.
Then came last Friday. The Stags had just lost 84-77
to Niagara, wrapping up a disappointing season in which
they failed to meet their already low expectations.
The usual suspects -. seniors Michael Bell, DeWitt
Maxwell and Terrance Todd - sat at the table next to
O'Toole and told reporters how it felt that their Fairfield
careers were over.
Little did we know, but the whole time O'Toole sat
still, knowing his career was over too.
O'Toole talked a lot about turning young men into
men that would be able to do good things in the real world,
something his players said he did exceptionally well.
Then Emery Filmer from the Stamford Advocate asked
him a question that had been a long time coming.
How does he feel about not having gotten to the
NCAAs in eight years?
He asked us if we were done talking to the players.
We said yes, so he told them to leave. Then, his last words
as.Fairfield's head coach started to flow.
The first thing he said was that he wanted to thank
Filmer and me for being at every game. The least I can do
is thank him in return for being a class act.
Like I said, Tim O'Toole isn't my friend. When a
reporter and a coach become friends, both are instantly
corrupted.
But if I could pick a basketball coach to be my friend,
the guy who's packing up his office right now at the Walsh
Athletic Center would be at the top of my list.

Contributed photo

Making headlines: O'Toole became the lead story at the
MAAC Tournament following the Stags' loss to Niagara
and had to answer to reporters following the announcement he would not return as Fairfields coach.

In search, there's Gillen, Moore, and a whole lot more
CONTINUED FROM P.
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he was fired from the latter school after
the 2000-2001 season.
The good news about Gillen: if he
were to take the job, he'd be by far the
biggest name in the MAAC, and though
big names don't win games, they have the
potential to bring in better players, who do
win games. It doesn't hurt his chances of
getting the job that he's an alum, but more
importantly, it doesn't hurt Fairfield's
chances of getting him that he's an alum.
The bad news about Gillen: first of
all, the possibility of him coming back to
coach his alma matter has to be considered
remote right off the bat. It would be an
incredible exception to a firmly cemented
rule for a guy who's coached in" the Big
East and the ACC to take as big a downgrade as Gillen would take by going to the
MAAC. Second, he's 58 years old, which
means two things: Mid-major coaching
jobs rarely go to guys who are that old. He
would be the oldest coach in the league,
and might be content to stay out of coaching instead. Doris said that he and Gillen
are friends and speak two or three times
a year. So he knows Gillen fell enough to
evaluate whether he'd come back to coaching, and said he thinks Gillen might be
content staying in broadcasting, as several
other former coaches have done.
He cited former
Also, one of the things Doris liked
about O'Toole when he hired him eight
years ago was that he was a young
coach who had the potential for upward
advancement. At Gillen's age, Fairfield

would likely be the last stop on the tour,
and Doris might be better off looking for
someone who has something to prove and
something to work for.
Gillen's name has been by far the most
talked-about, from the message boards to
the talk radio waves, but another name
that has surfaced has been that of UConn
Associate Head Coach Tom Moore, who
is in his 12th season under Head Coach
Jim Calhoun after coaching for five years
at Worcester State College in Massachusetts.
If this sportswriter was doing the hiring, Moore would be at the Walsh Center
for an interview the second UConn's
season is over, which might not be until
April 7, the day after the national championship game.
Though he hasn't been well known
until the past two or three years, Moore
is now the longest tenured assistant on
Calhoun's staff, and that means something.
During those years, the teams Moore has
been associated with have been arguably
more successful than those of any other
program in the country.
Calhoun's proteges have had less
success in the past than those of some
other big time coaches, most notably those
of Duke's Mike Krzyzewski, a list that
includes O'Toole. But that trend could
be changing, and it could be changing
quickly.
There are five Calhoun disciples
coaching Division I teams right now.
Three - Glen Miller at Brown, Steve Pikell
at Stony Brook, and Howey Dickenmann
at Central Connecticut - haven't made it

out of the mid-major ranks, though Pikell
just completed his first season at Stony
Brook.
But Dave Leitao the last man before Moore to hold the "Associate Head
Coach" title, went on to coach at DePaul
and then at Virginia, and no former assistant anywhere in the country has fared better than George Washington's Karl Hobbs,
whose team is currently ranked sixth in the
country and will have an outside chance to
win the national championship.
Moore, a former player at Boston
University, has a reputation as a hands-on
coach in practice who has played a key role
in developing players who later starred in
the NBA.
Consider this list of UConn stars, all
of whom had talent when they arrived in
Storrs, but who benefited from working in
practice with Moore, and in some cases,
Hobbs: Ray Allen, Richard Hamilton,
Khaid El-Amin, Ben Gordon, Emeka
Okafor, and Rudy Gay.
Of even greater importance is Moore's
impeccable record as a recruiter. Through
his years at UConn, he has made inroads at
many of the elite high school programs in
the region and throughout the country.
The concern with Moore is that he has
been sought after, either officially or unofficially, by a handful of programs whose
stature is far greater than Fairfield's. Last
year, he was a leading candidate to replace
Steve Lapas at UMass before the Minutemen chose former Eastern Kentucky Head
Coach Travis Ford instead. He was offered
the job at Stony Brook, but turned it down,
paving the way for Pikell to take over.

The question is whether Moore would
view Fairfield as a platform on which to
enhance his resume or a sidetrack in a
career that could be headed to very high
places.
It is even conceivable that he will be
Calhoun's successor at UConn. Doris, of
course, would have to consider the possibility of Moore, or another coach at his
level, taking a more high-profile job, and
on he said he is very much aware of the
"domino effect" that takes place when
coaches such as Moore are turned down
from jobs in major conferences.
Doris also said one of the criteria for
getting the job may be head coaching experience, though that experience does not
necessarily have to be in Division I.
Moore has never been a head coach
in Division I, but was the youngest coach
in the history of Worcestor State College,
where he took the job as a 24-year-old and
coached for five seasons before leaving
for UConn.
But that, of course, is all in the distance away. There will be interviews and .
there will be much discussion, but first,
there will be a search.
The search, as Doris explained, will
be kicked off very soon, when the outside
consulting firm is brought in to start making the list.
All indications are that Gillen and
Moore will both be on the list, but that is
not to say by any means that it is likely
either one will be hired.
That the search will take place, and
that it will conclude sooner rather than
later, is all we know right now.
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ON BASKETBALL

THE END
OF AN ERA
Some may not know it, but
O'Toole was a class act

BEN DOODY

Search won't be easy,
but two candidates
stick out
There are perhaps as many on-the-court
issues to discuss as Fairfield basketball looks
toward 2006-07 as there have been in any
off-season in recent memory. But like it or
not, the biggest discussion, and probably the
most important, is about the guy who will
be on the sidelines next year.
All Athletic Director Gene Doris said
last Friday after Head Coach Tim O'Toole
announced he and his staff would not return
next season was that there will be a search
committee, and that although he will not
be on the committee, he will make the final
decision.
There are 334 Division I programs,
and every single one of them has at least
two paid assistant coaches, all of whom are
potential candidates to occupy head coaching vacancies. There are also at least some
former head coaches who are out of basketball right now and who would potentially
consider coming to Fairfield.
That much is all we know right now.
There's simply no way that Doris or anyone
else in the administration is going to do so
much as hint at who might be O'Toole's
successor anytime soon, and they shouldn't.
Why? Because it's impossible, with so
many potential candidates and virtually no
guarantees, for them to even have more than
a vague idea of who they'd like to get the
job done. Those ideas can and will come
after interviews are conducted, or at the
very earliest, when candidates agree to be
interviewed in the first place.
But of those candidates, a couple, and
only a couple, stand out. The first is Fairfield
grad Pete Gillen, who coached during two
decades at Providence and Virginia before

thing.
I hope, like everyone else
on this campus does, that the
next Fairfield coach is more
BEN DOODY
successful than O'Toole. If
he isn 't, a whole lot of people
are going to be awfully frusHead trated and very disappointed.
Men's Basketball Coach
But even if he is, I'm gonna miss the
Tim O'Toole isn't my heck out of the coach whose team was my
friend. If he was, I wouldn't first real beat assignment as a newspaper
be doing my job, and neither writer.
would he.
Whether or not I liked him, I am always
But count this sportswriter as going to remember O'Toole because he
one whose heart sunk to the floor was the first coach I ever got to know as a
when the words "we're not going reporter. And when I came to Fairfield for the
to be back next year," came out 2003-04 school year, I had my worries.
of O'Toole's mouth last Friday in
It's quite clear that there are more than a
the Pepsi Center press conference few coaches in college basketball who treat
room.
sportswriters like garbage.
First of all, I'm not sure O'Toole
One of those coaches about 100 miles
.was given fair treatment.
SEE "SEARCH" ON P. 18
I know all the facts. In eight years,
SEE "O'TOOLE" ON P. 19
he failed to get to the NCAA tournament, an area in which the two men
who had his job before him were more
successful.
From the allegations of widespread
violations (which proved to be nothing
more than mudslinging from an angry
former player) to the off-the-court issues that kept the two best players in this
year's senior class suspended for a year
combined, his program probably got a
lot more negative attention than positive
attention.
But he took over a program that had
been the least successful in MAAC history,
and gave it a pulse. In 2002-03, his team was
within a game of the Big Dance, and it gave
Boston College all it could handle in the first
round of the NIT.
The next year, under the cloud of allegations and investigations, the Stags won
Contributed Photo
19 games and became the first Fairfield team
to have back-to-back winning seasons since
Fond farewell: Stags' Head Coach Tim O' Toole embraces Niagara Head Coach Joe Mihathe Carter administration.
lich for the final time as Fairfield's mens basketball coach.
Certainly, that all must mean someDOODY CALLS

